


An interesting new methodology has evolved from the new way Peresoft's RecXpress does a bank recon. It 
would be interesting to see what other users think of this.

Originally when I first sold CB I had to convince my clients to throw away their cash book (yup, a physical book) 
and start to do things electronically. It took quite a bit of convincing and sometimes it would take quite a while for 
them to change.

But once they changed they never looked back. Today we have nobody using a book anymore.

Now we want to change the user's mindset again. Here is how.

All Cashbooks around the world are written in a manner that the users enter all their Cashbook entries and then 
compare the Cashbook balance to the bank balance. This process is done by first ticking off what is in the bank 
and then entering batches of what is not in the bank. Again ticking off what has been posted and then looking at 
the variances that were uncovered. Finally these batches would be posted and a final recon would be performed 
again by ticking off this and that.

Hopefully this would not take too long and at the end of the recon everything would balance and the Cashbook's 
bank balance would match the bank statement. If it did not a major checking exercise would have to be 
performed to find the erroneous entry or entries.

We at Peresoft realized that this is not the best way to perform a recon. In fact it is completely the wrong way 
and is open to all kinds of mistakes.

The best way to do a recon is to go from the Bank Balance and reconcile back to the Cashbook balance. Firstly 
it is much easier and faster, secondly you would be working from the correct balance from the beginning.

This is now part of the new RecXpress. We call it the six step program because after six simple steps you should 
have completed your bank reconciliation.

Overview



1. Create a template of all bank entries that are processed monthly.

Add as many different conditions as required so the batches are automatically generated without you having to 
enter the same information every month.

Build and enhance your template to include more and more entries every month you process the bank 
reconciliation, until the template evolves to a point where almost no manual data capturing is required.



2. Allow RecXpress to do intelligent matching in every possible way to 
complete the reconciliation. 

Matching processes include:

• Reference number and amount is the same.
• Reference number is the same but amount differs.
• Only one amount is found to be the same.
• Multiple amounts are the same but filtered by date.



3. Tweak the reconciliation matching by:

• Re-matching the entries that are already matched
• Manually selecting the entry in Cashbook
• Selecting many entries in Cashbook to one bank statement amount
• Selecting many entries on the bank statement to one Cashbook amount



4. Generate a batch of all the unmatched entries.

Automatically allocate the entries by using the following methods:

Compare the description of the bank statement entry to use the correct GL account.

Pay invoices in Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable using different allocation methods:

Balance brought forward - Start from the oldest invoice until the unapplied amount has been completely 
depleted or there are no more invoices to pay.
Invoice Number - Invoice with the same document number as the document number in the bank statement 
entry description.
Invoice Amount - Invoice with the same amount as the bank statement entry.
Prepay - Create Prepay document.

Use Distribution Sets to generate multiple entries from one bank statement entry to disburse accurately over 
many GL accounts.



5. Generate a variance amount batch.

Generate a Cashbook batch of the variance between the Cashbook and the bank statement amount for the entries 
that were matched by reference number but the amounts are different from one another. 

Post the Cashbook batch and the entries are moved from the Matched With Error group to the Many CB To One 
Bank Entry group where the original Cashbook entry and the variance entry is displayed in the Cashbook 
Transactions section when selecting the Bank Statement entry. 



6. Post the reconciliation to update the bank statement balance in Cashbook.

Check that you agree with the new bank statement balance in RecXpress before posting the reconciliation to 
update the bank statement balance in Cashbook. 


